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Our Vision
In the vast sea of Solana projects, where speculation 
runs rampant and investors chase fleeting trends,
Wall Street Baby emerges as a beacon of 
innovation and stability.

We're not just another meme token. We're a
powerhouse of value creation. leveraging
an unique model to deliver substantial
returns through airdropped dividends
from community-driven initiatives.



How it works
FIND FLOORED GEMS CAMPAIGNS

Tired of rug pulls and missed opportunities?

At Wall Street Baby, we meticulously scan the 
market for promising tokens that have
experienced meteoric rises followed by
steep declines.

This may be due to developers or weak hands 
selling.

Leveraging funds from our community wallet, 
we strategically acquire significant portions
of these tokens, unveiling our selections in our
exclusive Telegram group.

Our community springs into action, igniting
coordinated campaigns across platforms
like Twitter to breathe new life into our
chosen tokens.

With a global network of investors closely
monitoring these projects, they're poised to
reinvest as soon as prices begin to soar.

As the market cap skyrockets, we reward our
loyal holders with airdrops for their steadfast
support.



How it works
TO FOLLOW UP ON ALL OF THIS

Holders will retain full autonomy over their airdropped tokens.
Our mission is simple: empower the community, mitigate risks, & share 
the rewards. We shoulder the risks of acquisition & promotion, 
redistributing profits among our dedicated members.

This approach shields you from the pitfalls of rug pulls while 
ensuring you never miss out on lucrative opportunities. By backing us in
promoting selected tokens, you're  positioned to earn risk-free returns.
To realize our vision, we seek a robust community of at least 800 members
on Telegram. We prioritize individuals who share our long-term vision,  
committed to fostering growth and resilience in our ecosystem.

Join us, HODL your tokens, actively engage in our Telegram 
chat, & be a cornerstone in building something truly revolutionary.



A Revival Example

Revival

The team gets to work after
 searching for gem.

Consider this: We allocate a portion of our community wallet to a 
token with a micro/mini market-cap of $10k or less.
Following our announcement and coordinated marketing efforts, 
its market cap skyrockets to $150k in a matter of days.

For instance what was once a 20 SOL investment has burgeoned into 
300 SOL. We deposit our initial stake (20 SOL) back into the 
community wallet, leaving 280 SOL for distribution.
Assuming 56% of the total token supply (560 million coins) is locked.
Dividends are calculated as follows 

For every 1,000,000 coins held, you receive 0.5 SOL.
Executing this strategy 2-3 times monthly promises monthly 
airdrops valued at 1-1.5 SOL for every 1,000,000 coins locked up in 
our Unique lock-up system.



Roadmap
2024

Establish dominance as the main Wall Street Baby via social platforms,
marketing agencies and partnerships.

Attain a Telegram Group membership of 800, solidifying our community.

Cement WSB's reputation as a Solana coin revivalist.

Conduct Telegram Group competitions for WSB token enthusiasts 
(Revival hunts, Memes, Raids)

Q1



Roadmap
2024 Q2

Forge strategic alliances with influential personalities across Reddit, 
YouTube, Instagram, & 4chan. Work ongoing.

Unveil and launch our unique token lock utility with massive marketing.

Initiate our first revival and disperse airdrop rewards to members.

Secure enough trading volume for listing on top-tier exchanges

Deploy the SPL22 Contract offering WL (Whitelist) privileges on
 new launches to steadfast holders.



Roadmap
2024 Q3

Will be updated as more plans are revealed (soon)



Roadmap
2024 Q4

Will be updated as more plans are revealed (soon)



Follow our socials
Dexscreener chart

Telegram chat

Twitter

Website

https://dexscreener.com/solana/2shsqg8nbugjtgjerhmnpf9hp79emg2jkfzuwhefrv62
https://t.me/wsbsol2
https://twitter.com/wsb_on_solana
https://wallstreetbaby.community/


